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Summary

� Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) can be harnessed to sequence-specifically degrade host

transcripts and induce heritable epigenetic modifications referred to as virus-induced post-

transcriptional gene silencing (ViPTGS) and virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing

(ViTGS), respectively. Both ViPTGS and ViTGS enable manipulation of endogenous gene

expression without the need for transgenesis.
� Although VIGS has been widely used in many plant species, it is not always uniform or

highly efficient. The efficiency of VIGS is affected by developmental, physiological and envi-

ronmental factors. Here, we use recombinant Tobacco rattle viruses (TRV) to study the effect

of temperature on ViPTGS and ViTGS using GFP as a reporter gene of silencing in N. ben-

thamiana 16c plants.
� We found that unlike ViPTGS, ViTGS was impaired at high temperature. Using a novel

mismatch-small interfering RNA (siRNA) tool, which precisely distinguishes virus-derived (pri-

mary) from target-generated (secondary) siRNAs, we demonstrated that the lack of sec-

ondary siRNA production/amplification was responsible for inefficient ViTGS at 29°C.
Moreover, inefficient ViTGS at 29°C inhibited the transmission of epigenetic gene silencing to

the subsequent generations.
� Our finding contributes to understanding the impact of environmental conditions on pri-

mary and secondary siRNA production and may pave the way to design/optimize ViTGS for

transgene-free crop improvement.

Introduction

RNA silencing is an evolutionarily conserved mechanism that
regulates gene expression in eukaryotes and meditates defence
against invasive nucleic acids such as transposons, transgenes and
viruses (Baulcombe, 2004). RNA silencing can result from two
genetically and mechanistically distinct pathways. Post-
transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) involves the degradation
or translational repression of RNA targets, while transcriptional
gene silencing (TGS) involves cytosine methylation of DNA at
target loci (Baulcombe, 2004; Brodersen & Voinnet, 2006;
Borges & Martienssen, 2015). In addition to regulating endoge-
nous gene expression, RNA silencing plays a crucial role in plants
as a potent antiviral defence mechanism (Ding, 2010; Pumplin
& Voinnet, 2013; Guo et al., 2019). The presence of virus
genomes in plant cells triggers an antiviral RNA-silencing
response whereby 21–24 nucleotide (nt) small interfering RNA
(siRNA) molecules are produced to direct the silencing of the
viral genome. For RNA viruses, double-stranded replication
intermediates or secondary structures in the genome (Molnar
et al., 2005) trigger the production of siRNAs, while for DNA
viruses double-stranded RNA arising from bidirectional tran-
scription of the virus genome is likely to be the main trigger for

siRNA production (Pooggin, 2013). Double-stranded RNA
(dsRNA) is processed into siRNAs by the action of plant Dicer-
like (DCL) proteins (Bernstein et al., 2001) and these siRNA
molecules are loaded into ARGONAUTE (AGO) proteins to
form an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). In the case of
RNA viruses, the RISC disables the virus by cleavage of the RNA
genome in a manner analogous to PTGS, while DNA viruses are
repressed by DNA methylation, analogous to TGS mechanisms
(Ghoshal & Sanfacon, 2015; Guo et al., 2019). This innate
immune strategy has been applied to develop a method for silenc-
ing endogenous genes in plants, known as virus-induced gene
silencing (VIGS) (Ruiz et al., 1998). To silence a specific plant
gene, a fragment of the target gene is inserted into a suitable virus
vector. During viral replication, virus-derived siRNAs (vsiRNAs)
that are homologous to the target locus are generated and can
thus knock down expression of the target gene through RNA
silencing mechanisms.

Virus-induced gene silencing is a powerful tool for studying
plant functional genomics, especially for species for which stable
genetic transformation is not possible (Burch-Smith et al., 2004;
Dommes et al., 2019). Many VIGS vectors are available for gene
silencing in various plant species (both dicots and monocots)
(Senthil-Kumar & Mysore, 2011; Yuan et al., 2011; N. Liu et al.,
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2016). To date, more than 30 plant viruses have been modified
as VIGS vectors for inducing gene silencing in plants. Four of
these have been shown to induce heritable TGS, including Potato
virus X (PVX), Tobacco rattle virus (TRV), Cucumber mosaic
virus (CMV) and Apple latent spherical virus (ALSV) (Jones
et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2001; Kanazawa et al., 2011; Kon &
Yoshikawa, 2014; Bond & Baulcombe, 2015).

Most VIGS strategies rely on PTGS, which is associated with
siRNA-directed mRNA cleavage, resulting in degradation of tar-
get mRNA in the host. In some instances, the targeting of an
mRNA by primary siRNAs can further trigger the production of
secondary siRNAs. In virus-induced post-transcriptional gene
silencing (ViPTGS), virus-derived primary siRNAs that have
sequence similarity to the host RNA can serve as primers to
amplify dsRNA precursors from host RNA transcript using the
host RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RDRs) (Brodersen &
Voinnet, 2006; Voinnet, 2008). This triggers the production of
secondary siRNAs from the regions upstream and downstream of
the initial target site, a phenomenon called transitivity (Vaistij
et al., 2002; Voinnet, 2008; Aregger et al., 2012). Secondary
siRNAs can move between cells and even long distances (from
source to sink) through the vascular system to facilitate move-
ment of the silencing signal (Schwach et al., 2005; Brosnan &
Voinnet, 2011). Potentially, the amplification of secondary
siRNAs from transitive silencing would further enhance
ViPTGS.

Some VIGS vectors can also cause TGS by inducing DNA
methylation at the target gene promoter sequence to suppress
gene expression (Jones et al., 2001; Otagaki et al., 2011; Bond &
Baulcombe, 2015). This process is initiated by siRNAs that guide
core proteins of RNA silencing to target homologous DNA
sequences and direct cytosine methylation in all sequence
contexts (i.e. CG, CHG and CHH, where H = A, C or T) in
plants (Law & Jacobsen, 2010; Baulcombe & Dean, 2014;
Gallego-Bartolome, 2020). Such siRNA-guided epigenetic modi-
fication of the genome is referred to as RNA-directed DNA
methylation (RdDM) and is recognized as the initial step of de
novo DNA methylation in plants (Matzke & Mosher, 2014).
Unlike animals, DNA methylation in plants is not erased in
every generation, but rather it can be trans-generationally main-
tained (Heard & Martienssen, 2014). Maintenance of DNA
methylation in plants depends on the cytosine sequence context
and is associated with different DNA methyltransferases
(Zhang et al., 2018). Symmetrical methylation at CG and
CHG can be maintained independently of siRNAs during
DNA replication byMETHYLTRANSFERASE1 (MET1) and
CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3), respectively, both of
which copy the methylation onto the opposite cytosine residue of
the daughter stand (Law & Jacobsen, 2010). However, cytosine
methylation in an asymmetric CHH context cannot be main-
tained during DNA replication and therefore requires persistent
de novo methylation by DOMAINS REARRANGED
METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2) (Zhong et al., 2014).

In previous studies, some VIGS vectors have been shown to
induce heritable TGS of endogenous genes in Arabidopsis, Petu-
nia and Solanum plants (Kanazawa et al., 2011; Bond &

Baulcombe, 2015). Thus, virus-induced transcriptional gene
silencing (ViTGS) is one of the novel methods for induction of
stable transgenerational epigenetic modifications in plants with
the potential to modify the expression of agronomically impor-
tant traits without transgenesis. Although VIGS protocols have
been improved and widely used in many plant species, gene
silencing is not always uniform or highly efficient. Virus-induced
gene silencing depends on several factors including the develop-
mental stage of plants, virus multiplication rate (virus replication,
spreading and titre) and environmental conditions (Senthil-
Kumar & Mysore, 2011a,b). Among these, environmental fac-
tors (particularly temperature) play a critical role in VIGS. Tem-
perature can influence VIGS from two aspects: a plant aspect and
a virus aspect. Temperature can dramatically affect the activities
of antiviral defence response in plants (Szittya et al., 2003; Chel-
lappan et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2012). It has been shown in pre-
vious studies that key factors of antiviral silencing pathways, such
as AGOs, DCLs and RDRs, are temperature-dependent (Zhang
et al., 2012; Qu et al., 2005; J. Liu et al., 2016). Higher tempera-
ture promotes this defence response by enhancing the activities of
the core proteins of RNA silencing to increase siRNA accumula-
tion, and lower temperature inhibits RNA silencing-mediated
defence by limiting the biogenesis of siRNA molecules
(Vel�azquez et al., 2010; J. Liu et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2016; Szittya
et al., 2003). From the virus aspect, viruses also require a specific
temperature range to successfully infect plants. Most of plant
viruses are able to infect plants at 20–25°C, but some viruses are
low-temperature-dependent and only infect plants below 20°C
(such as viruses infecting winter crops) (Andika et al., 2013; Hull,
2013; Yang et al., 2018). Virus-induced gene silencing is depen-
dent on the plant–virus interaction. Therefore, it is important to
understand the comprehensive effects of temperature on the effi-
cacy of VIGS and to optimize the environmental conditions for
VIGS vectors and plant species.

Materials and Methods

Plant material

Nicotiana benthamiana (line 16c) (Ruiz et al., 1998), expressing
the Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) under the control of the
Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S (35S) promoter, were used in this
study. Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants were grown in the
growth chamber (Sanyo/Panasonic) at 22°C with a 16 h : 8 h,
light : dark photoperiod.

Construction of TRV-based VIGS vectors

The recombinant TRV constructs were as described previously
(Fei et al., 2021). Briefly, the 120 nt fragments from the 35S pro-
moter (�208 to �89; Otagaki et al., 2011), the GFP coding
sequence (+364 to +483; Ruiz et al., 1998) and their variant car-
rying single-nucleotide substitutions (SNSs) at every 10 nt within
the fragment were inserted into the SmaI site of the TRV RNA2
vector (pTRV2) (Dinesh-Kumar et al., 2003) to generate con-
structs TRV-35S, TRV-GFP, TRV-35S-2M and TRV-GFP-2M.
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Viral inoculations

The binary vectors containing TRV RNA1 (pTRV1), TRV
RNA2 (pTRV2) and recombinant pTRV2s were transformed
into Agrobacterium tumefaciens (strain GV3101:pMP90 +
pSOUP). To generate infectious recombinant TRV sap, fully
expanded leaves of 3- to 4-wk-old wild-type N. benthamiana
plants were coinfiltrated with Agrobacterium carrying pTRV1 or
any form of pTRV2 mixed at a 1 : 1 ratio (Ratcliff et al., 2001).
The systemic leaves of infiltrated plants were collected at 7 d
post-inoculation (dpi) and ground in 1 mM sodium phosphate
buffer (pH 7.0) to obtain viral sap. To infect N. benthamiana 16c
plants, three fully expanded leaves of 3- to 4-wk-old N. benthami-
ana 16c plants were rub-inoculated with 10 ll of viral sap, using
aluminium oxide as an abrasive.

After viral inoculations, the infected plants were transferred to
growth chambers at constant temperature of 15, 22 and 29°C
under 16 h : 8 h, light : dark cycles (Fig. 2; Supporting Informa-
tion Fig. S1). In the repeated experiments, the infected plants
were kept at 22°C for 2 d and then shifted to 22 and 29°C under
16 h : 8 h, light : dark cycles (Figs 5b, S7).

Imaging of GFP fluorescence

Green fluorescence was observed using a handheld mercury UV
lamp (UVP Blak-RayTM B-100AP High-Intensity UV Inspection
Lamp, Upland, CA, USA). Photographs were taken using a
Canon G16 camera. Camera exposure settings were f/3.2, rang-
ing from 3 to 6 s, depending on the intensity of GFP fluorescence
and distance from the plant.

Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR)

Total nucleic acid (TNA) was isolated from systemic leaves of the
plants using phenol-chloroform extraction as previously described
(White & Kaper, 1989). DNA was removed by treating 3 lg of
TNA with Turbo DNase (Ambion) according to the manufac-
turer’s instructions. A 1 lg amount of RNA was used to synthesise
cDNA with random hexamers and Superscript II (Invitrogen).
Quantitative RT-PCR analysis were performed using SYBR
Green I Master Mix on a LightCycler® 480 instrument (Roche).
Nicotiana benthamiana EF1a was used as the internal control.
Gene-specific primers used for qRT-PCR are listed in Table S1.
The following cycling conditions were used for all reactions:
95°C, 5 min > (95°C, 10 s > 60°C, 10 s > 72°C, 15 s)9 45.

DNA methylation analysis using bisulfite sequencing

DNA samples were extracted from c. 100 mg of leaf tissue using
GenEluteTM Plant Genomic DNA Miniprep Kit (Sigma-
Aldrich). Approximately 400 ng of DNA was bisulfite-treated
with the EZ DNA Methylation-Gold Kit (Zymo Research,
Irvine, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruction.
The recovered DNA was amplified by PCR with One Taq Hot
Start DNA polymerase (NEB) using gene-specific oligonu-
cleotides (Table S1). The amplified products were cloned into

the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega) and were subsequently
transformed to Escherichia coli (DH5alpha strain) cells. Eight to
16 clones from each sample were sequenced. Bisulfite-converted
sequences were aligned to the corresponding sequences using
CLUSTAL OMEGA (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/).
DNA methylation patterns were analysed using the CYMATE

software (Hetzl et al., 2007). The Wilson score was calculated as
shown in (Henderson et al., 2010; Jullien et al., 2012).

Small RNA cloning and bioinformatics analysis

Small RNA libraries were prepared from 1 lg of TNA using the
Illumina TruSeq Small RNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San
Diego, CA, USA). Small RNA libraries were single-end
sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq 2500 platform with read
lengths of 50 bases at Edinburgh Genomics (Edinburgh, UK).
Sequence analysis was performed using the GENEIOUS software
(v.11.1.4; http://www.geneious.com). Briefly, adaptor sequences
were trimmed from fastq reads. The remaining sequences in the
size range 21–24 nt were mapped either to recombinant TRV
RNA2s or to the transgenic N. benthamiana 16c T-
DNA+partialTn5393 locus (GenBank accession no. KY464890)
and its derivatives, where target sequences were modified accord-
ing to the SNSs that were introduced into the recombinant TRV
trigger (TRV-35S-2M and TRV-GFP-2M). All alignments only
allowed perfectly matching small RNAs. The small RNA
sequencing data are available in the ArrayExpress database under
accession number E-MTAB-9394.

Results

Temperature exhibits significant effects on ViTGS

To investigate how temperature affects VIGS, we chose TRV as
an inducer of gene silencing and GFP driven constitutively by the
35S promoter as a reporter gene in transgenicN. benthamiana 16c
(Fig. 1a). Recombinant TRVs were generated by introducing 120
nt fragments from the 35S promoter (TRV-35S) and from the
GFP coding region (TRV-GFP) (Fig. 1b). By using equally sized
inserted fragments of 120 nt, we ensured a comparable substrate
for the production of virus-derived small RNAs. The TRV-35S
recombinant virus was used to induce TGS, while a TRV-GFP
was generated to trigger PTGS. Plants inoculated with a TRV
empty vector (TRV-WT) were used as viral infection controls.
Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants were rub-inoculated with the
viral sap of TRV-35S, TRV-GFP or TRV-WT. After rub inocula-
tion, plants were kept at different temperatures (15, 22 and 29°C)
and were monitored at regular intervals under UV light.

We observed that temperature dramatically affected the antivi-
ral defence responses of the plants. Symptomatically, most severe
TRV symptoms were presented at 15°C, whereas symptoms were
milder at higher temperatures (Figs 2a, S1a). To assess viral RNA
accumulation more accurately, qRT-PCR was performed using
systemic leaves of infected plants kept under different growth
temperatures. In agreement with the phenotypes observed, a
much lower accumulation of viral RNA was detected at 29°C
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compared with either of the lower temperatures for samples col-
lected at 7, 14 and 21 dpi (Figs 2c, S1b). This is consistent with
the previous findings that antiviral silencing is temperature-
dependent, such that higher temperatures are associated with an
increased production of viral small RNAs and a concomitant
reduction in genomic viral RNA (Szittya et al., 2003; Chellappan
et al., 2005; Havelda et al., 2005; Qu et al., 2005; Vel�azquez
et al., 2010; Ma et al., 2016).

We then assessed the VIGS efficacy under these three growth
temperatures. At 22°C, strong GFP silencing was detected in
both TRV-35S- and TRV-GFP-infected N. benthamiana 16c
plants at 7 dpi, using qRT-PCR to measure the abundance of
GFP mRNA (Fig. S1b, green bars). At 15°C, both TRV-35S-
and TRV-GFP-infected plants showed delayed GFP silencing
(Fig. S1a,b). Complete GFP silencing (where GFP expression was
near the threshold of detection by qRT-PCR) was detected at 14
dpi for plants maintained at 15°C (Fig. S1b), 1 wk later than the
appearance of complete silencing for plants maintained at 22°C.
This suggests that the low temperature slowed down the progres-
sion of antiviral RNA silencing. Although GFP silencing was
delayed at 15°C, it was as persistent as that at 22°C. Strong GFP
silencing was maintained at 21 dpi for TRV-35S- and TRV-
GFP-infected plants kept at 15 and 22°C (Fig. 2a,b). Intrigu-
ingly, at the higher temperature of 29°C, antiviral RNA silencing
exhibited a more dynamic response. At early stages of infection
(7 dpi), GFP silencing rapidly developed on upper systemic leaves
in both TRV-35S- and TRV-GFP-infected plants (Fig. S1a).
However, TRV-35S-induced GFP silencing failed to spread fur-
ther throughout the plants or to the newly emerging leaves. GFP
fluorescence was completely restored in TRV-35S-infected plants
at later times after inoculation (Fig. 2a). By contrast, TRV-GFP-

infected plants exhibited stronger and persistent GFP silencing
phenotypes (Fig. 2a). Quantification of the GFP expression by
qRT-PCR confirmed the phenotypic observations. A full reduc-
tion of GFP expression could be detected in TRV-GFP-infected
plants kept at 29°C at 21 dpi, whereas TRV-35S-infected plants
showed similar GFP expression level to TRV-WT-infected plants
(Fig. 2b). These results reveal that ViTGS and ViPTGS act dif-
ferently at high temperatures.

Virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing is associated with
siRNA-mediated DNA methylation in the target promoter sequence
and results in transcriptional gene silencing (Jones et al., 2001). To
gain insight into the DNA methylation status of the targeted 35S
promoter sequence, bisulfite sequencing was used to analyse the
degree of cytosine methylation in the systemic leaves of TRV-35S-
infected plants. As shown in Figs 2(d), S2 and Table S2, a high
degree of DNA methylation was detected in the 35S promoter
(�208 to �89) region of TRV-35S-infected plants kept at 15 and
22°C, but only a few cytosine residues of the promoter were methy-
lated in infected plants kept at 29°C. The bisulfite sequencing results
were correlated with the silencing phenotype of the plants and con-
firmed that TRV-35S could direct stable and constant TGS at 15
and 22°C, but not at the higher temperature of 29°C.

Inefficient ViTGS cannot transmit to the subsequent
generations

It has been shown in previous studies that ViTGS triggers
sequence-specific DNA methylation and heritable transcriptional
gene silencing (Jones et al., 1999, 2001; Otagaki et al., 2011). To
test the effect of temperature on transgenerational epigenetic gene
silencing, we analysed the virus-free progeny of TRV-35S-
infected plants that had been maintained at different tempera-
tures. We refer to the plants that were challenged by TRV-35S to
initiate ViTGS as the S0 generation and their immediate progeny
as the S1 generation. S1 seedlings were germinated at 22°C and
were screened under UV light for GFP silencing phenotypes.
Silencing phenotypes were observed in the progeny of the S0
plants that had been maintained at either 15 or 22°C, indicating
that ViTGS established in the parental lines kept at these temper-
atures was heritable (Fig. 3a). By contrast, no silencing phenotype
was observed in the progeny of the S0 plants that were maintained
at 29°C, suggesting that inefficient establishment of ViTGS in
the parental plants kept at this temperature prevented the inheri-
tance of the silencing phenotype. Detailed analysis of GFP expres-
sion (Fig. 3b) and promoter DNA methylation (Figs 3c, S2;
Table S2) exhibited a strong inverse correlation in the progeny
and reduced GFP expression was always accompanied by high
degrees of symmetric cytosine methylation (CG and CHG).

The maintenance of virus-induced TGS is not impaired at
high temperature

Virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing-mediated DNA
methylation can be heritable across mitotic and meiotic cell divi-
sions by virtue of RdDM maintenance mechanisms (Law &
Jacobsen, 2010; Heard & Martienssen, 2014). We were therefore

Fig. 1 Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-based virus-induced gene silencing
(VIGS) vectors used for silencing of the GFP transgene. (a) Schematic
diagram of the CaMV 35S promoter-driven GFP reporter gene in
Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plant. The virus-targeted regions are indicated
by red rectangles in the diagram. (b) TRV was used as the VIGS vector. A
120 nt fragment of the 35S promoter (�208 to �89) and the GFP coding
sequence (+364 to +483) was cloned into TRV-RNA2 to induce
transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) and post-transcriptional gene silencing
(PTGS), respectively. Single-nucleotide substitutions (SNSs) were
introduced to the 120 nt 35S sequence and the 120 nt GFP sequence at 10
nucleotide intervals to generate TRV-35S-2M and TRV-GFP-2M,
respectively. The positions of SNSs are indicated by red boxes. TRV-RNA1
was used along with recombinant TRV-RNA2 to generate functional TRV
particles. MCS, multiple cloning sites; CP, coat protein; MP, movement
protein.
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Fig. 2 Effect of temperature on Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-induced GFP silencing in Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants. (a) Silencing phenotype of
N. benthamiana 16c plants infected with transcriptional gene silencing (TGS)-inducing TRV-35S and post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS)-inducing
TRV-GFP kept at 15/22/29°C. Wild-type TRV was used as a viral infection control. The plants were photographed at 21 d post-inoculation (dpi) under UV
light. GFP silencing results in red fluorescence owing to the autofluorescence of Chl. (b, c) Relative expression of GFP and TRV coat protein (TRV-CP) in the
systemic leaves of the recombinant TRV-infected plants at 21 dpi. Samples were taken from second and third systemic leaves of infected plants at 21 dpi.
Expression levels were determined by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Error bars show the SEM of three biological replicates.
Each replicate was composed of samples from three plants pooled together (two leaves per plant). **, P < 0.01; ns, nonsignificant (Student’s t-test). (d)
DNA methylation status of the target 35S promoter (from �208 to �89) in the systemic leaves of TRV-35S-infected N. benthamiana 16c plants at 21 dpi.
Samples were taken from second and third systemic leaves of infected plants at 21 dpi. The DNA methylation was assessed by bisulfite sequencing. The
red, blue and green bars show the percentage of methylated cytosine at the CG, CHG and CHH sites, repetitively. Results were obtained from three
biological replicates. Each replicate was composed of samples from three plants pooled together (two leaves per plant). Raw data are available in
Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table S2. Error bars represent a confidence interval with 95% confidence limits (Wilson score interval; see details in
Table S2).
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interested to test whether the temperature-dependent effects on
ViTGS seen in our silencing system could involve disruptions to
the maintenance and/or epigenetic inheritance of ViTGS. To this
end, we interrogated the GFP silencing phenotypes in the
progeny of TRV-35S-infected plants. Seeds were collected from
TRV-35S-infected plants kept at 22°C. After germination, plants
were shifted to 29°C and assessed for the maintenance of the
silencing phenotype. The S1 progeny of the TGS plants usually
exhibit a variable degree of GFP silencing. To avoid this side-
effect of assessing the maintenance of DNA methylation in TGS,
all seedlings were maintained at 22°C for 4 wk, and were then
sorted into groups based on the degree of inherited GFP silencing
(Fei et al., 2021). The progeny within the strongest GFP silencing
group were selected and shifted to 29 or 22°C (Fig. 4). Interest-
ingly, shifting the S1 plants to 29°C did not appear to affect the
GFP silencing phenotype as it was comparable to that of the S1
plants kept at 22°C. This indicates that exposing S1 plants to the
higher temperature of 29°C did not disrupt the maintenance of
ViTGS in this generation. To stringently test for any
temperature-dependent effects on the maintenance of ViTGS we

analysed the GFP silencing phenotypes of the subsequent (S2)
generation. All S2 plants were grown at the same temperature of
22°C to ensure that any differences in GFP silencing phenotypes
would result from heritable effects of ViTGS caused by the differ-
ential temperature treatments of S1 plants. Progeny of TRV-WT-
infected plants were kept under the same conditions and used as
controls (Fig. 4). The degree of GFP silencing was identical for
all S2 plants, regardless of whether they were derived from S1
plants kept at 22 or 29°C, suggesting that the heritable mainte-
nance of ViTGS was not affected by the temperature treatment
in the S1 generation (Fig. 4). Interestingly, in agreement with
these observations, we found that elevated growth temperature
did not impair the maintenance of transgene-induced TGS
(Figs S3–S5; Table S3; Methods S1–S2; Notes S1).

Distinguishing primary and secondary small RNA by using
specifically designed inducer sequences

As we did not discern any effects of temperature on the mainte-
nance of ViTGS or transgene-induced TGS, we reasoned that the

Fig. 3 Inheritance of virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing (ViTGS) (a) Progeny (S1) of Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-35S-infected Nicotiana
benthamiana 16c plants (S0) that had been maintained at 15/22/29°C. S1 seedlings were germinated and maintained at 22°C. Plants were photographed
under UV light at 21 d after germination. (b) Relative expression of GFP in the 7-wk-old S1 plants. Samples were taken from second and third leaves of the
7-wk-old S1 plants. Expression levels were determined by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Error bars show the SEM of three
biological replicates. Each replicate was composed of samples from three plants pooled together (two leaves per plant). **, P < 0.01 (Student’s t-test). (c)
DNA methylation status of the target 35S promoter (from �208 to �89) in the 7-wk-old S1 plants. Samples were taken from second and third leaves of the
7-wk-old S1 plants. The DNA methylation was assessed by bisulfite sequencing. The red, blue and green bars show the percentage of methylated cytosine
at the CG, CHG and CHH sites, repetitively. Results were obtained from three biological replicates. Each replicate was composed of samples from three
plants pooled together (two leaves per plant). Raw data are available in Supporting Information Fig. S2 and Table S2. Error bars represent a 95% interval
(Wilson score interval; see details in Table S2).
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differences in ViTGS phenotypes observed at different tempera-
tures must arise from processes upstream of the initiation of
RdDM. Moreover, the dramatic difference in the long-term
effects on GFP silencing after incubation at 29°C between the
TRV-35S- and TRV-GFP-challenged plants led us to speculate
that there could be differences in the extent of siRNA amplifica-
tion between the PTGS and TGS systems (Fig. 2a). In other
words, we reasoned that infection with TRV-GFP could stimu-
late the production of secondary siRNAs from the plant-derived
GFP transcript, resulting in the persistence of a siRNA pool even

after recovery from the viral infection as a result of the raised
antiviral response at 29°C. By contrast, in the case of TRV-35S-
challenged plants, the production of secondary siRNAs from the
35S promoter sequence may not be as efficient. Therefore, the
pool of siRNAs directing TGS in our ViTGS system may result
mainly from primary (virus-derived) siRNAs and, to a much
lesser extent, from secondary (derived from the 35S transgene)
siRNAs. Thus, the TGS silencing response would not persist after
recovery from viral infection at 29°C. To test this hypothesis, we
employed a mismatch-siRNA system that can precisely

Fig. 4 Inheritance of virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing (ViTGS) is not affected by high temperature. Schematic diagram of experimental design to
assess the maintenance of transgenerational epigenetic gene silencing in the progeny of Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-35S-infected plants at the different
temperatures. The S1 seeds were collected from the TRV-35S-infected plants (S0) exhibiting GFP silencing that had been maintained at 22°C. The S1
seedlings were germinated and maintained at 22°C for 4 wk. According to the degree of inherited GFP silencing, the 4-wk-old S1 plants with strongest GFP
silencing were selected and shifted to 22 and 29°C. The S2 seeds were collected from five independent S1 plants (lines) from each temperature group. All S2
seedlings (35 seedlings from each line) were germinated and maintained at 22°C for 3 wk, and were then assessed for the maintenance of the GFP
silencing phenotype under UV light. Progeny of wild-type TRV-infected plants kept under the same conditions were used as controls and indicated under
the green lines.
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differentiate primary and secondary siRNAs via high-throughput
sequencing (Fei et al., 2021). Briefly, we generated a variant of
TRV-35S, named TRV-35S-2M, carrying SNSs at every 10
nucleotides within the 120 nt 35S promoter sequence (Fig. 1b).
Hence, virus-derived primary siRNAs processed from TRV-35S-
2M contain at least two distinct SNSs to the 35S target sequence,
whereas secondary siRNA amplified from the endogenous target
sequence in plants will contain no SNSs (Fig. 5a). This two-SNS

design strategy allows virus-derived primary siRNAs to be distin-
guished with more certainty from secondary siRNAs. TRV-GFP-
2M was designed with a similar approach targeting a 120 nt seg-
ment from the GFP coding region to distinguish siRNAs in
ViPTGS (Figs 1b, 5a).

Virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing and ViPTGS were
distinct in their phenotype under high temperature whereas no
phenotypic variation was seen at 22°C. Therefore, we focused on

Fig. 5 Identifying primary and secondary small RNAs by employing specifically designed RNA silencing inducer sequences. (a) Schematic diagram of
experimental design to distinguish primary and secondary small RNAs. Small RNAs containing single-nucleotide substitutions (SNSs) (red) are primary small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) generated from the virus, while siRNAs without SNSs are secondary siRNAs amplified from the GFP transgene. TGS,
transcriptional gene silencing; PTGS, post-transcriptional gene silencing. (b) Time-course of GFP and Tobacco rattle virus coat protein (TRV-CP) expression
in the recombinant TRV-infected Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants at 22 and 29°C. The green bars and blue lines represent the relative expression of GFP
and TRV-CP in the recombinant TRV-infected plants, respectively. Samples were collected from the systemically infected leaves (second and third leaves)
at 7 and 21 d post-inoculation (dpi). Expression levels were determined by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Error bars show the
SEM of three biological replicates. Each replicate was composed of samples from three plants pooled together (two leaves per plant). *, P < 0.05; **, P <
0.01; ns, nonsignificant (Student’s t-test).
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the 22 and 29°C growth conditions in the following experiment.
We noted that directly shifting infected plants to 29°C also pro-
motes antiviral RNA silencing in the local inoculated leaves. This
limits the virus replication in the inoculated tissues, and conse-
quently affects virus uploaded into the phloem for systemic viral
infection. Thus, we assessed whether increasing the viral replica-
tion in the local inoculated tissue could allow more virus to be
uploaded into the systemic leaves and further extend the systemic
silencing at high temperature. After inoculation, the TRV-WT-
infected plants were held at 22°C for 2 d before shifting to 29°C
to allow the virus to replicate in the local tissues. Quantitative
RT-PCR results showed that a 2 d incubation at 22°C signifi-
cantly increased the viral accumulation in both inoculated and
systemic leaves in the early stages of infection compared with
those immediately shifted to 29°C (Fig. S6). Hence, we applied
the 2 d incubation at 22°C before shifting to 22 or 29°C in the
following experiment. Although viral RNA for the plants kept at
29°C was increased after 2 d incubation at 22°C, the amount of
virus in the systemic leaves of plants kept at 29°C was still c. 100-
fold less than for plants kept at 22°C by 7 dpi (Fig. 5b, right vs left
panels, blue lines). This is reminiscent of previous studies report-
ing enhanced RISC-based resistance at high growth temperatures
(Zhang et al., 2012; J. Liu et al., 2016) and indicates that antiviral
RNA silencing is a response that acts both locally and systemically.
Importantly, there was no significant difference in the abundance
of viral RNA between recombinant TRVs (TRV-35S and TRV-
GFP) and their variants (TRV-35S-2M and TRV-GFP-2M).

Samples were collected at an early (7 dpi) and a late time point
(21 dpi) to measure the GFP expression using qRT-PCR
(Fig. 5b, green bars). At 22°C, GFP expression in TRV-35S-
infected plants showed an approximately three-fold decrease
compared with TRV-WT-infected plants at 7 dpi, and was below
the threshold of detection at 21 dpi (Fig. 5b). TRV-35S-2M, car-
rying SNSs to its target sequence, could also trigger GFP silenc-
ing, but the progression was much slower than TRV-35S
infection. Strong GFP silencing could only be observed in sys-
temic leaves of TRV-35S-2M-infected plants at 21 dpi (Figs 5b,
S7). At 29°C, TRV-35S-infected plants showed more expanded
TGS with 2 d incubation at 22°C compared with the TRV-35S-
infected plants shifted to 29°C immediately after infection. We
observed clear GFP silencing in the systemic leaves at 7 dpi and
detected a similar reduction of GFP mRNA as that of 22°C
(Figs 5b, S7). However, GFP expression was fully restored in the
newly emerging leaves of TRV-35S-infected plants at 21 dpi
(Figs 5b, S7). Unlike ViTGS, ViPTGS did not show much dif-
ference between 22 and 29°C. At both temperatures, TRV-GFP-
infected plants revealed a full reduction of GFP expression at 7
dpi, and the GFP silencing phenotype was persistent over the
course of infection (Fig. 5b). Interestingly, the SNSs in TRV-
GFP-2M did not impair its silencing efficiency. TRV-GFP-2M-
infected plants had similar GFP suppression level as TRV-GFP.
From these experiments, we conclude that the SNSs presented in
siRNA can reduce its targeting efficiency, especially in ViTGS.
The different rates of ViTGS and ViPTGS progression might
indicate their differences in silencing signal amplification/sec-
ondary siRNA production.

The secondary siRNA production affects the maintenance
of ViTGS at high temperature

To investigate whether the different efficiencies of ViTGS and
ViPTGS were a result of difference in secondary siRNA produc-
tion, we sequenced siRNAs from virus-infected plants kept at
29°C at 7 and 21 dpi. We first assessed the quality of our siRNA
libraries by aligning siRNA sequences to the TRV RNA2
genome. As expected, siRNAs were unevenly distributed along
the viral genome, but their distribution patterns were very similar
across all samples at 7 dpi (Fig. 6). Moreover, we found that the
abundance of virus-specific siRNAs was associated with TRV
infection. There were more virus-derived siRNAs accumulated at
7 dpi, whereas only a few siRNAs were detected at 21 dpi, which
was in accordance with our qRT-PCR results (Figs 5b, 6). Strik-
ingly, we observed a cluster of GFP-specific siRNAs aligned to
the TRV-RNA2-GFP genome at 21 dpi (Fig. 6; Table S4). We
suspect that these GFP-specific siRNA accumulations could be
secondary siRNAs amplified from the N. benthamiana 16c
plants’ GFP sequence.

As a control, we also sequenced siRNAs from wild-type TRV-
infected N. benthamiana 16c plants and aligned them both to the
35S promoter and the GFP coding region (Fig. S8). We detected
a single siRNA that matched the 35S promoter and very low
abundance of siRNAs that mapped evenly along the GFP coding
region, probably as a result of transgene transcript degradation.
These data indicate that siRNAs triggered by 120 nt segments in
the recombinant TRV genomes are the predominant source of
siRNA, resulting in the silencing of GFP in our experimental sys-
tem.

To separate the virus-derived primary siRNAs from the target-
generated secondary siRNAs, we separated the reads according to
SNS content by aligning them to the target GFP locus (Fig. 7a).
In the control TRV-GFP-infected 16c plants, where primary and
secondary siRNAs could not be distinguished, we detected high
amounts of GFP-specific siRNAs of all sizes (21–24 nt), indicat-
ing that multiple Dicers could act on the siRNA precursor
(Fig. 7a, left panel). These siRNAs were not restricted to the 120
nt segment of the GFP target region, but extended to the rest of
the GFP sequence (Fig. 7a, left panel). This indicated that
ViPTGS was associated with transitivity and the production of
secondary siRNAs. The same siRNA distributions were observed
for siRNAs from TRV-GFP-2M-infected plants, indicating that
SNSs did not affect the production of secondary siRNAs (Fig. 7a,
middle and right panels). Interestingly, we observed a gap in
TRV-GFP-2M primary siRNA alignment at 21 dpi, which was a
result of virus-derived primary siRNA (GFP-2M-specific
siRNAs) elimination. These results indicate that ViPTGS is asso-
ciated with large amount of secondary siRNA production, and
these secondary siRNAs are sufficient to maintain the ViPTGS in
the absence of primary siRNAs.

In contrast to ViPTGS, siRNAs were aligned exclusively to the
targeted 120 nt 35S region and did not extend into the rest of the
35S sequence in TRV-35S-infected plants (Fig. 7b). The same
siRNA distribution was observed for primary siRNAs from
TRV-35S-2M-infected plants at 7 dpi. In addition, only a few
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secondary siRNAs were identified in TRV-35S-2M-infected
plants, and these were in very low abundance. These data suggest
that there was no or very limited transitivity (spreading of
siRNAs beyond the target site) at the 35S locus as a result of the
lack of secondary siRNA production. To exclude the possibility

that the limited secondary siRNA amplification in ViTGS was
affected by temperature, we examined the 35S-specific siRNA
alignment in the TRV-35S- and TRV-35S-2M-infected 16c
plants kept at 22°C (Fei et al., 2021). In line with the data at
29°C, promoter-associated siRNAs (inducing TGS) appear to be

Fig. 6 Analysis of virus-derived small RNAs in recombinant-Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-infected plants at 29°C. The 21–24 nt small RNAs were aligned to
the corresponding recombinant TRV RNA2. The small RNA reads mapped to the plus and minus strand are shown in blue and red lines, respectively. The
coat protein (CP) and the silencing-inducer sequences are highlighted as blue and yellow boxes, respectively. The total number of small RNAs mapped to
each recombinant TRV RNA2 are also indicated in the graph. dpi, d post-inoculation.

Fig. 7 The secondary small interfering RNA (siRNA) production affects the maintenance of recombinant-Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-induced GFP silencing
at high temperature. (a) Small RNA analysis of Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants infected with post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS)-inducing viruses
TRV-GFP-2M and TRV-GFP maintained at 29°C. Small RNAs from TRV-GFP-2M-infected plants were sorted according to single-nucleotide substitution
(SNS) content to yield primary (containing SNSs) and secondary siRNAs (lacking SNSs). Primary siRNAs from TRV-GFP-2M-infected plants mapped to the
120 nt GFP-2M target site were indicated by the black arrow (middle panel). Secondary siRNAs from TRV-GFP-2M-infected plants were aligned to the
target site and adjacent regions (right panel). Small interfering RNAs from TRV-GFP-infected plants aligned to the GFP coding sequence were used as
controls (left panel). The target sites are highlighted by dotted lines. Small interfering RNA reads mapped to the plus strand are presented as positive
values, and those mapped to the minus strand are presented as negative values. The 21–24 nt siRNAs are indicated with different colours. (b) Small RNA
analysis of N. benthamiana 16c plants infected with transcriptional gene silencing (TGS)-inducing viruses TRV-35S-2M and TRV-35S maintained at 29°C.
Small RNAs from TRV-35S-2M-infected plants were separated into primary and secondary siRNAs according to SNS content, and were aligned to the
120 nt 35S-2M sequence and to the 35S promoter sequence, respectively. Small RNAs from TRV-35S-infected plants aligned to the 35S promoter
sequence were used as controls (left panel). Labelling as in (a). dpi, d post-inoculation.
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exempt from secondary siRNA amplification at 22°C (Fei et al.,
2021). In the absence of abundant secondary siRNAs, primary
siRNAs took the essential role of supporting ViTGS. Hence,
when most of virus-derived primary siRNAs were eliminated as a

result of the virus clearance, ViTGS could not be further main-
tained (Figs 5b, 7b).

As DCL2-dependent 22 nt siRNAs have been implicated in the
systemic spread of PTGS (Taochy et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018),
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we analysed the accumulation and relative abundance of GFP-
specific siRNAs in the primary and secondary siRNA pool bymap-
ping siRNAs to the 120 ntGFP-2M and the 120 ntGFP sequence,
respectively, in TRV-GFP-2M-infected 16c plants at 7 dpi
(Fig. S9a,b). Interestingly, we observed a temperature-dependent
shift from primary to secondary siRNA production (Fig. S9b) and
an increase in 21 nt siRNA level among secondary siRNAs, proba-
bly as a result of DCL4 activity. However, the 21/22 nt siRNA
ratio was similar between 22 and 29°C (Fig. S9a,b), suggesting
that the rapid onset of PTGS at ambient and high temperatures is
rather attributed to an increase in the number of mixed-sized
siRNAs than to the accumulation of a specific siRNA class.

From these experiments, we conclude that when viral RNAs
are cleared from the infected plants by the effective antiviral
RNA silencing at high temperature, it also removes the source of
virus-derived primary siRNAs. Unlike ViPTGS, ViTGS is not
able to generate a large number of secondary siRNAs and
depends solely on its primary siRNAs, resulting in the loss of
silencing phenotype at later times of the infection process.

Discussion

In this study, we compared the efficiency of inducing gene silenc-
ing between ViTGS and ViPTGS, which has not been directly

compared in previous studies. Using recombinant TRV viruses
to trigger TGS or PTGS of a transgenic 35S-GFP reporter gene,
we found that ViTGS can achieve similar effectiveness as
ViPTGS at 22°C. However, ViTGS is more sensitive to the tem-
perature changes. Unlike ViPTGS, ViTGS does not persist at
later times after inoculation at high temperatures. This is a result
of the differences in the molecular mechanisms underlying the
ViTGS and ViPTGS phenomena (Fig. 8). Virus-induced post-
transcriptional gene silencing can generate a large number of sec-
ondary siRNAs to reinforce silencing, whereas ViTGS does not
produce any secondary siRNAs and depends solely on primary
siRNAs (Figs 7, 8). High temperatures trigger the hyperactive
antiviral RNA silencing which can effectively clear viral RNAs.
This limits the production of primary siRNAs and hence reduces
the silencing phenotype of ViTGS.

Secondary siRNAs have been implicated in playing an impor-
tant role in plant-virus interactions. They contribute to defence
against viruses and can activate antiviral mechanisms ahead of
virus invasion front to prime the uninfected cells (Schwach et al.,
2005; Melnyk et al., 2011; Korner et al., 2018). In our study, sec-
ondary siRNAs appear to enhance gene silencing triggered by pri-
mary siRNAs. Our data show that secondary siRNAs amplified
from transgenic GFP mRNA persistently maintained the silenc-
ing phenotype of ViPTGS, even in the absence of primary

Fig. 8 Different molecular mechanisms of virus-induced post-transcriptional gene silencing (ViPTGS) and virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing
(ViTGS). At 22°C, in ViPTGS, primary small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) derived from Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-green fluorescent protein (GFP) mediate GFP
mRNA cleavage, resulting in post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS) of GFP. The cleavage of GFPmRNA can further trigger the amplification of
secondary siRNAs from the plant-derived GFP transcript. The production of secondary siRNAs enhances PTGS of GFP in Nicotiana benthamiana 16c plants.
In ViTGS, primary siRNAs derived from TRV-35S direct DNA methylation at the target 35S promoter sequence, resulting in transcriptional gene silencing
(TGS) of GFP. Virus-induced transcriptional gene silencing (ViTGS) does not trigger secondary siRNA amplification, but mainly depends on virus-derived
primary siRNAs. At the higher temperature of 29°C, plants exhibit effective antiviral RNA silencing responses to clear viral RNAs. This limits the production
of virus-derived primary siRNAs. Unlike ViPTGS, ViTGS is not able to produce a large number of secondary siRNAs and only depends on its primary siRNAs,
resulting in the loss of silencing phenotype at later times of the infection process. Solid and dotted arrows indicate full and reduced fluxes, respectively.
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siRNAs (Figs 5b, 7a). Massive amounts of secondary siRNAs
were generated from the targeted site and adjacent regions
(Fig. 7a). The amplification property of secondary siRNAs makes
them more abundant than primary siRNAs. Thus, ViPTGS
exhibits a more effective silencing ability compared with ViTGS.
However, transitivity of secondary siRNAs depends on the target
loci. A transgenic locus is prone to generate a large number of
secondary siRNAs, whereas endogenous loci tend to have fewer
secondary siRNAs (Vaistij et al., 2002; Aregger et al., 2012; Hartl
et al., 2017). This is probably because transgene transcripts might
have some aberrant features (such as sequences or structures) that
may be conducive to heightened recruitment of RDR proteins.
This may explain why RNA silencing tends to be more effective
in silencing transgenes than endogenous loci. In addition, we
cannot rule out the possibility that if ViPTGS is used to target a
gene that does not support secondary siRNA production, then
the silencing phenotype would also be lost at high temperatures.
This is more likely to happen in endogenous loci. The extent of
secondary siRNA production at endogenous loci is not yet
known, as tools to investigate this phenomenon by distinguishing
primary and secondary siRNAs have not yet been developed.
Now, with our mismatched-siRNA system, it is possible to assess
the production of secondary siRNAs from targeted endogenous
loci, and further reveal the efficiency of ViPTGS at endogenous
loci.

Interestingly, we found that vsiRNAs targeting the 35S pro-
moter region caused transcriptional GFP silencing without sec-
ondary siRNAs production. Likewise, no secondary siRNAs were
found when the nontranscribed 35S enhancer region was targeted
by vsiRNAs in geminivirus-induced gene silencing (Aregger et al.,
2012). These results indicate that the production of primary
vsiRNAs is likely to be a major determinant for the efficacy of
ViTGS. However, the production of secondary siRNAs has been
reported for a transgene TGS system (Kanno et al., 2008), indi-
cating that the role of secondary siRNAs in ViTGS may be more
relevant in certain cases. These differences may result from the
silencing system, the target locus-specific factors or the origin of
primary siRNAs. It is still not clear what the general mechanism
of secondary siRNA production is at the nontranscribed pro-
moter regions, especially at promoters of endogenous genes.
Future studies using our mismatched-siRNA system to analyse
the efficacy of ViTGS for different gene promoters (both endoge-
nous and transgene) will probably identify additional informa-
tion on secondary siRNA biogenesis from the nontranscribed
promoter regions.

Temperature exhibits a great impact on RNA silencing. It has
been well established that antiviral RNA silencing is more active
with increased temperature (Szittya et al., 2003; Chellappan et al.,
2005; Havelda et al., 2005; Qu et al., 2005; Vel�azquez et al.,
2010; Ma et al., 2016). However, the effect of temperature on
RNA silencing varies across different systems and organisms. For
example, high temperature can inhibit sense transgene-mediated
PTGS (S-PTGS) by degradation of SUPPRESSOR OF GENE
SILENCING 3 (SGS3) protein and suppression of trans-acting
siRNA biogenesis, and the heat-induced release of PTGS exhibits
transgenerational epigenetic inheritance (Zhong et al., 2013;

J. Liu. et al., 2019; N. Liu. et al., 2019). In Schizosaccha-
romyces pombe and Drosophila melanogaster, silencing is most
effective at lower temperatures (Allshire et al., 1994; Lloyd et al.,
2003; Kloc et al., 2008). These differences might be a result of
divergent species evolving to have different optimal temperatures
for the silencing response and small RNA biogenesis (Kloc &
Martienssen, 2008). It is known that abiotic environmental stim-
uli, including heat, cold, drought, high salinity and UV radiation
stress, can alter plant DNA methylation at individual loci or
across the entire genome (Zhang et al., 2018). Thus, we assessed
whether the high temperature could disrupt the epigenetic inheri-
tance of ViTGS by shifting the S1 progeny of the TGS plants to
29°C. Interestingly, the high temperature does not alter the GFP
silencing phenotype in those shifted plants or their subsequent
(S2) generation. This indicates that in the 35S-GFP system,
VIGS-induced DNA methylation as an epigenetic marker can be
stably maintained at high temperature. Using an Agrobacterium-
mediated transient assay, we also investigated the effect of tem-
perature on transgene-induced TGS in the above reporter system.
We detected strong GFP silencing and a high degree of promoter
DNA methylation in TGS-inducer infiltrated leaves kept at 29°C
(Figs S4, S5; Table S3), indicating that elevated temperature does
not generally suppress TGS. This experiment also confirms that
high temperature does not interfere with the maintenance of
DNA methylation. Intriguingly, we found a high degree of corre-
sponding DNA methylation in TRV-GFP-infected plants that
were immediately transferred to 29°C after virus inoculation
(Fig. S10; Notes S2), suggesting that the initiation of virus-
induced RdDM is not impaired at high temperature when plenty
of secondary siRNAs are around (Fig. 7a). However, further work
is required to test the impact of a wider range of environmental
stresses on the initiation and maintenance of DNA methylation
at endogenous loci.

Epigenetic modification is known as a novel strategy to manip-
ulate gene expression in plants and to potentially improve plant
traits. It is different from conventional genetic modification tech-
niques as it does not change the coding sequence of the plant
genome. DNA methylation is an important and conserved epige-
netic modification in eukaryotes. DNA methylation in plants can
be artificially induced in several ways: siRNA-mediated DNA
methylation (VIGS (Bond & Baulcombe, 2015), inverted repeat
transgenes (Wakasa et al., 2018; Zicola et al., 2019)), using a pro-
grammable DNA-binding proteins to directly target methylation
(zinc finger proteins (Johnson et al., 2014; Gallego-Bartolome
et al., 2019) and CRISPR-dCas9 (Papikian et al., 2019)). Our
study uses VIGS technology to induce DNA methylation and
TGS. We showed that once the ViTGS-mediated DNA methyla-
tion is well established in the parental lines, it will be inherited to
subsequent generations. Such epigenetic gene silencing is persis-
tent for several generations and appears to be unaffected by
changes in the growth temperature. The establishment of the her-
itable silencing in the progeny correlated positively with the
amount of virus and siRNAs in the parental lines (Bond &
Baulcombe, 2015). Previous studies have suggested maintaining
the silencing in the parental lines until seed maturity to promote
the inheritance of the silencing (Senthil-Kumar & Mysore,
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2014). Owing to the particular feature of ViTGS (the limited
transitivity of secondary siRNAs), it requires a sustained supply
of virus-derived primary siRNAs to establish a complete TGS in
the parental lines. Thus, an optimal temperature that allows con-
tinuous virus multiplication while at the same time ensuring
active RNA silencing is critical to support the persistent establish-
ment of TGS to enable heritable silencing.
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Fig. S1 Progression of the GFP silencing in N. benthamiana 16c
plants infected with TGS-inducing TRV-35S and PTGS-induc-
ing TRV-GFP at 15/22/29°C.

Fig. S2 Raw bisulfite sequencing data of DNA methylation at
35S promoter (from –208 to –89) in TRV-35S-infected N. ben-
thamiana 16c plants and their progeny.
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Fig. S3 Examining the impact of temperature on the efficacy of
T-DNA transfer and subsequent GFP expression in agroinfil-
trated N. benthamiana leaves.

Fig. S4 Analysis of the effect of temperature on the efficiency of
transgene-induced TGS and PTGS using agroinfiltration.
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35S promoter (–208 to –89) in pDE-Ubi-35S-infiltrated N. ben-
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